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I, INTRODUCTION

1. As of now the African economies with few, if any,

exceptions have not changed much since the late 1950s.

They are still tied to the markets of the developed

domestic market economy countries and tied through exports

of a few dominant primary commodities. They still depend

on the same sources for the bulk of their imports of

capital and consumer goods and services. The terms of

trade are still determined by declining prices for export

products and increasing prices for imports and their

balance of payments are still markedly intensified by

'extreme negative balances in che services account. When

there has been a change in the dominant export commodity

this has beer, due, in most cas^s, to initiatives taken

by foreign firms. Food imports continue to grow.

Enclaves, semi-enclaves and dysfunctional relations spread

instead of disappearing.

2. Identification of savings, capital end investment

with money instead of the factor inputs (entrepreneurship;

management; manpower; raw and intermediate materials;

equipment, parts, implements and tools; technology;

physical infrastructure; institutional infrastructure)

that savings as money can buy, account in large part

for failures of national development plans and for the

debt and rehabilitation problems of ?:oday.

3. The global imbalances between the demand (by 120

developing countries, China, the C?-.EA States, etc.) for

factor inputs and the supply (by mainly five to ten major

exporters of capital goods and services) persist although
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some Newly Industrializing Countries are rapidly building

up their own supplies of factor inputs including capital

goods and services. There also persists unreasonable

expectations of, for example, global commodity management

for solving the problems of massive imbalances in demand

and supply of primary commodities and of factor inputs

in return.

4. The limits to foreign exchange earnings by African

countries in the future is set by the prospects of exports

of (a) primary commodities or (b) manufactures to

traditional markets in the developed industrial countries.

The prospects with over 100 developing countries attempting

to do the same are din. Imports of capital goods and

services from these countries are not only limited by

export possibilities but by the massive external debt

burden which swallows up substantial shares of foreign

exchange earnings. But there is more,

5. The balance of payments and debt crises brought

African governments to their knees and obliged them to

accept a set of policies and strategies which did not

in any way seek to deal with the root causes of debt

accumulation (they are almost certainly intensifying

that burden) but are the causes of unexpected and adverse

consequences, in some cases threatening to damage seriously

the foundation of future self-reliant and self-sustaining

development and economic growth.

6. These policy measures include the withdrawal of

government from active participation in economic

production; the liberalization of import trade snd of
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the inflow and outflow of funds; the sale of public

enterprises to the private sector; improvements in the

management of public enterprise and the subjection of

public enterprise operations to commercial tests of

performance; massive devaluations. These do not contribute

in any way to the . development of factor inputs

(entrepreneurship; management; professional and skilled

manpower; raw and intermediate materials; equipment,

parts., implements and tools; technology; physical

infrastructure; institutional infrastructure and services)

of domestic origin which in large part account for the

need for their imports and for debt, nor do they remove

the large and growing number of enclaves, semi-enclaves

and dysfunctional relations, nor do they modify the

dependence of African economies on one or two dominant

primary export commodities, nor. do they reduce the high

cost of imported capital or of international loans, or

of imported goods and services however these may be

financed.

7. The only answer therefore is to move Africa to a

new trajectory of development which, will not only ensure

that she avoids recycling balance of . payments crises,

debt crises, rehabilitation crises, shortage of factor

input crises and the like. Such a trajectory would,

instead make it possible to build up on national and

multinational bases, rapidly increasing capabilities

for a widening range of production and rapidly increasing

capacities to absorb and make optimum use of imported

factor inputs (i.e. capital).
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II. MOVING TOWARDS A NEW DEVELOPMENT TRAJECTORY

8. There is a particular reason why this change of

trajectories is particularly important, in addition to

the sheer weight of frustration and poverty the new

prescriptions have unleashed in Africa.

9. The first reason is that foreign direct investment

which would be necessary for participation in the design,

setting up and operation of core and strategic industries

and sectors has developed a preference for moving from

rich countries to rich countries (Japan to the USA and

Western Europe; Western Europe to the USA and Japan;

USA .to Western Europe and Japan). It also moves into

areas where there are large growing markets and ample

supplies of factor inputs (i.e. savings). It also now

eschews owning a large part of the equity, and

participation now takes a widening variety of forms such

as management, turnkey projects, subcontracted production,

etc. so as to limit the risks of participation. Moreover,

foreign participation has begun to depend heavily on

re-investment of profits. High rates of return are

required to attract it.

10. There are, unfortunately, other factors that will

make the going harder for those countries in Africa which

believe in unmitigated dependence on foreign investment.

The first is the prospect of greatly intensified

international competition for flows of foreign capital

(as investment or loan) as China comes to an understanding

with foreign enterprises, as the USSR opens its doors

even a little, as Latin America mitigates the debt and
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so on, so that the already high rates of return already

in vogue are likely to rise higher.

11. Behind this there is at least one other major

consideration; the impact on industrial production in

developed countries of changes in the age structure of

the population in favour of the over-65's; more

consumption, less production. This is partly reflected

in the overwhelming interest in research and application

in robotization and machine intellegence in those

countries. It can therefore be said with confidence

that policy-makers, planners, entrepreneurs and other

leaders (including those in the field of higher education)

have no alternative to designing and setting up of this

new trajectory.

12. The components of this trajectory have been spelled

out not only in the Lagos Plan of Action, the Final Act

of Lagos, but also in the objectives, principles and

priorities of the Industrial Development Decade for Africa.

13. The trajectory consists mainly in the establishment

of internal engines of growth to replace the rapidly

weakening North/South engine and consists primarily of

the following:

(i) the widening of domestic markets and the linkages

of several markets through economic co-operation

arrangements;

(ii) the setting up of industries in core areas

(the metallurgical, engineering and chemical
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industries) to feed into strategic sectors

(agriculture; transport and communications;

building and construction; mining, fuel and

energy; industry itself);

(iii) the planning and production of steadily expanding

quantity and improving quality of factor inputs

(substitutable for imported factor inputs)

so that linkages are deliberately forged between

factor inputs, core industries and strategic

sectors.

14. An internalized engine of growth can be considered

from an angle slightly different from the first i.e.

as the effectiveness of the ways in which the principal

actors (entrepreneurs and managers - public and private;

policy-makers and planners; universities and polytechnics;

workers; R&D institutions; consumers; mass media) all

organize themselves to pursue, together, the objectives

of increasingly self-reliant and self-sustaining

development and economic growth in Africa, making use

of physical and other resources they have themselves

created or have obtained from elsewhere. Of all the

resources they create for themselves the most important

will include the ability to anticipate, to invent and

to innovate and these have to be built upwards from primary

school levels. This way of looking at internal engines

of growth is presented here in order to point first to

illustrations of absurd arguments African policy-makers

and planners may unconsciously accept from representatives

of some developed economies.
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15. One piece of absurdity u-as be-jn noted elsewhere;

the notion that the bulk of entrepreneurial responsibility

for development and economic grovtb in Africa will b£

on the shoulders of foreign private5 entrepreneurs rather

than on those of national entrepreneurs (private and

public) and that, therefore, only tho former need special

climates of investment particularly in regard to large

industries whose outputs arc essential for national socio-

economic transformation.

16. A second piece of absurdity is the argument that

African policy-makers, planners and entrepreneurs ought

to devote more time to production for export than to

production to meet internal demands for both consumer

and capital goods and services. Whilst the importance

of exports to finance imports of mainly capital goods

and services is beyond question, some reductions in

exported quantities of primary commodities would contribute

towards a mitigation of the over-supply and price situation

which commodity management schemes have not succeeded

in substantially and permanently changing.

17. Yet another piece of absurdity is the belief that

one of the principal functions of management is to engage

in fights with workers and vico versa. Another piece

of absurdity , is the contra-position of public and private

enterprise whose operations, vjg are told insistently,

must be seen as exclusively competitive instead of being

mainly co-operative in the circumstances of the Africa

Region today. Those two particular pieces of nonsense

stand for a large class of either/or propositions of
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policy and action; agriculture or industry; heavy or

light industry; labour intensi ty or capital intensity;

up-down or down-up; the haves or the have-nots; advanced

technology or appropriate technology; planning and control

or market forces; foreign or domestic goods and services

or factor input supplies; capitalism or marxism/leninism;

and so on, all of which are examples of one-dimensional

comprehensions of reality which tend to deteriorate into

cliches. It would be tragic if, at the start of the

efforts of African economic actors to raise their peoples

from agonizing levels of poverty, they should become

trapped in thickets of cliches of this kind.

18. A fourth piece of absurdity is the conviction

apparently held by policy-makers and publicists in those

countries, that what may be good for post-industrial

societies in the West today are necessarily good and

right for pre-industrial societies in Africa today. If

those countries are entering a ying (or a yang) period

of their own dialectic, then Africans arc bound to

accompany them; if, in the future, they (almost inevitably)

shift towards a yang (or ying) period of their own then

again Africa must, willingly or not, accompany them.

In the 1970s there was great commotion over the idea

of technological delinking of developing from developed

economies. Clearly it is intellectual delinking that

seems to be most necessary. Universities have a special

responsibility for work in this area.

19. Secondly, this presentation brings out, hopefully,

the need for determined modification of the powerful

divisive factors that are characteristic of African
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economies and societies today. It is possible that

increasing familiarity with the threat of becoming late-

late-late non-starters contrasted with the possibilities

of becoming successful late-late-late starters, and

benefitting from the accumulated experiences of

industrialization in the past hundred and fifty years

and the very ample opportunities the latter offer to

everyone with initiative, talent and energy may

considerably help to moderate these divisive forces.

Courage may be taken from recollection of how the prospec-ts

of long term irreversible decline overcame the divisive

forces that characterized Western Europe from historical

times to the eve of the establishment of the European

Economic Community.

20. It may seem that our reference to the university

as a lookout institution is restricted to the changing

national, multi-national and inter-regional realities

of the present. This would be a misunderstanding since

we have in mind some attempt at considering changes as

far ahead as the first 25 years of the 21st century.

There are three major aspects of probable change during

this period to which we wish to draw attention. The

first is the ongoing process of restructuring of the

world economy encapsulated in concepts such as: the rise

of the Pacific Basin; Fortress Europe centred on the

EEC; Fortress North America centred primarily on economic

relations between the USA and Canada. This restructuring

is only part of the probable massive changes in

international relations which are likely to be

characterized by population growth and movement; by
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increased mobility and communications; by the limits

of substitution of synthetic for natural raw materials;

by .geographical shifts in .the pattern of world trade;

and intensifying changes in its commodity composition;

by the associated wrenching around of existing patterns

of wprld transportation and communications; by shifts

in world power balance; and by other material

considerations.

21. But this is unlikely to be all. It is possible

to envisage also the wider spread acceptance of holistic

approaches to philosophy and science; marked trends in

the mutual interpenetration of cultural values; the more

obvious recognition of variations in international

languages as they become subject to regional needs and

adaptations; possible problems of accommodation among

world religions; less, bashful questions about whose

perspectives on world history are acceptable.

22. It is not unlikely that bitter controversies will

arise about proprietary claims to industrial and

intellectual property as efforts are made in historical

sources of supply of industrial and intellectual property

to . extend .. the coverage of these rights and as new

geographical sources of material and non-material invention

and innovation begin to challenge established sources,

and . so on, In most of Africa, for several decades to

come, only universities contain the rudiments. of

capabilities to undertake look-out functions that will

provide the basis of self-preparation of African

communities for these changes not merely in terms of

research but of communication - through seminars,
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workshops, roundtables, pre-recorded group discussions,

etc., - with potential political, business and social

leaders, women's and youth movements, trade unions, etc.

that is with a steadily widening audience. This, we

feel, is one way in which universities will re-establish

credibility and earn their keep. Too great a delay will

provide opportunities for substitute institutions to

be conceived and set up for such functions.

III. WHAT HIGHER EDUCATION MUST DO

23. Although we have presented the challenge to higher

education in Africa in terms of scenarios of global changes

which will confront the Region by the third decade of

the 21st century and although we have argued for the

sensitization of policy-makers and planners; entrepreneurs;

parlimentarians; other political and social leaders,

students, and the public in general to these unfolding

potential dangers and opportunities, our primary interest

at this time is the contribution that third level education

can make to the permanent establishment of internal engines

of growth in Africa in, say, the next decade to decade-

and-a-half.

24. For example in spite of its overwhelming importance

for national, structural change ;there seems to be no

institution of university status devoted to the systematic

study of its many dimensions and problems, even though

one notes the valiant efforts of individual university

teachers.

(a) Higher Education as Catalyst of Industrial

Development

25. We now come to issues of higher education with
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accelerated industrial development in mind; the adequacy

in range of specialisation of what universities and

polytechnics' in particular offer as basic manpower inputs

into the processes of industrial development; general

comments on quantitative aspects of these outputs;

observations on the contents and on the organization

of teaching/learning processes (including lessons to

be learnt by university administrations from newly

industrializing countries). We begin by pointing out

that of the eight factor inputs we have listed;

entrepreneurship; management; man- and womanpower (high

level professionals, middle level specialists and

supervisors; skilled operatives); raw and intermediate

materials; equipment, parts, implements and tools;

technology; physical infrastructure; institutional

infrastructure, the first three involve direct human

resources development and the succeeding five depend

on this development. We will therefore concentrate on

development of the first group of factor inputs and its

relevance for the second group.

26, The first question is, therefore, what universities

(at least at subregional levels) have considered should

be their contributions (through formal courses, research

studies, seminars, workshops, and publications) to the

development of African entrepreneurship, bearing in mind

the large and increasingly complex burdens part of it

will have to accept in the near future. What are

universities or university-type institutions doing in

developed countries and in NICs in this area? What help

are universities considering giving to those who sit
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on the boards of public enterprises in the light of ongoing

analysis of the entrepreneurial problems of these

enterprises (which go far beyond "government

interference")?

27. No special attention is given here to small-scale

industries since these are now prominent in the minds

of policy-makers and planners but the prospects in front

of large-scale complex enterprises will also affect medium

scale enterprises especially in the field of the

metallurgical, engineering, chemical and petrochemical

industries. We have to bear in mind here the probability

of rapid expansion of sub-contracting production in these

areas and the: demands this will make on entrepreneurs

and managers of medium-scale enterprises. If Africans

are not getting ready to move into (not simply take over)

these areas of production, non-African enterprises will

have to be induced to do so at increasing costs in foreign

exchange. What kind of investment climate will

entrepreneurs need to get in? What support services

will management require to function efficiently in these

areas in, say, seven years from now? What can we learn

from (again) Japan in the mutual management of

subcontracted production and relationships? Are

universities and institutes of management expanding their

perspectives of the future enough to begin to consider

initiatives in these matters?

28. As regards management (the art and the means of

influencing the behaviour of colleagues and workers)

perhaps the main question should be what concept of
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management excellence should guide management education,

training and development during the next decade. Would

it be enough simply to borrow management concepts and

styles from developed countries where financial

manipulation, creative accounting, mergers and buyouts

are the fashion and where managers unblinkingly watch

Dow Jones averages and stock market quotations, where

the quarterly announcements of profits take precedence

over creating the longer term capabilities for socio-

economic sruvival?

29. Where would concerns of environmental protection

come in? How would such concepts and associated practices

as zero-defects, just-in-time and other methods of raising

productivity typical of Japan be evaluated and incorporated

in management education and development in Africa? Should

stress not be laid on the need for installing measures

of preventive maintenance, energy conservation, waste

recycling and so on? What provision should be made in

formal management education and development for handling

R&D and innovation? Should large complex enterprises

particularly in the metallurgical, engineering and chemical

and in other capital goods industries not be managed

by graduates in both engineering and management? Should

special efforts be made to familiarize management students

with the means by which transnational corporations built

up their range and quality of competence? Should not

marketing managers for large multi-national enterprises

be made aware of the communications and other strengths

that served the Japanese trading houses? What arrangements

should be made for managers to up-date their familiarity

with changing patterns of challenges, national, regional


